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Funding for Development of the AIDS Virus

The development of the AIDS virus was funded in 1969 (three years before the request for development by the World Health Organization) through funds obtained by the United States Defense Department. The Defense Department requested and received $10 million via House Bill 15090, which was reviewed in Hearings before the Subcommittee on Appropriations, House of Representatives during the Ninety-First Congress in review of the Defense Appropriations for 1970.

Part Five of H.B. 15090 was entitled Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation, sponsored by the Department of Army, the Advanced Research Project Agency (now DARPA), and Defense, Research and Engineering.

The feasibility program and laboratories were to have been completed by 1974-1975 and the virus between 1974-1979. WHO started to inject AIDS-laced smallpox vaccine (Vaccina) into over 100 million Africans in 1977. Over 2000 young white male homosexuals (Operation Trojan Horse) were injected with laced Hepatitis E vaccine in 1978 through the Centers for Disease Control and the New York Blood Center. The development of the virus apparently had a dual purpose: (1) As a political ethnic weapon to be used against black individuals and (2) one of the programmed efforts at de-population.

The session of the Subcommittee that took place on July 1, 1969, involved discussions about Synthetic Biological Agents. Part of the Congressional narrative (from H.B. 15090) is detailed below:

"There are two things about the biological agent field I would like to mention. One is the possibility of technical surprise... molecular biology is a field that is advancing very rapidly and many prominent biologists believe within a period of 5 to 10 years it would be possible to produce a synthetic biological agent, an agent that does not naturally exist and for which no natural immunity would have been acquired."

(Ed: Oh! So you don't believe it? Well then - check it out for yourself.)

This brings us to the next matter of business. If AIDS has been spread by the U.S. Military, why wouldn't it follow that the deserer, as commander-in-chief, would want vaccines for everyone in the United States. You know - for our own good and protection. Jezabel Hillary has a full-time avocation selling "National Health Care," which includes mandatory inoculations, for everything, from the womb to the tomb. You will be issued a "Smart Health Card!" It will track not only the health histories of every person in this country, (next the world) but an entire political, economic, social, religious and family dossier on everyone, from the cradle to the grave.

Now I pose a question: If you knew AIDS was an intentionally spread disease, by our Congress, and Hillary issued an order, tomorrow, for every person in the United States to line-up for their vaccinations - how many would show up!!! If the order was backed by the law enforcement, or the military, or foreign troops from the United Nations - what would you do??? A final query: Can you see any reason - yet - for the ban of automatic weapons??? (I pray you can).

Please give some consideration to the real reason Slick Willie asked for - and got - a ban on so many automatic weapons. You, dear sheeple, are the problem - AND the enemy. So many weapons are now being controlled via the ban, the Socialist Brady Bill, city and county ordinances regarding waiting periods, you'll be lucky to get a youth kid a water pistol. For a possible answer let's look at the U.S. Government's report on the global vaccination program. Some medical observers believe that citizens of Africa, and also, Alaska have received some of those vaccinated acquiring Deadly Virus Diseases.

If this consensus is correct and some Congressional supported vaccines are in fact carriers of AIDS and Hepatitis E, and the American public, enmass, were to discover this truth, these Americans would revolt against their illustrious leaders, for their own population control purposes. You know - to get rid of the useless eaters, the politicians!

They Expect: People who believe that our Congress has made victims of its citizens, by an intentional genocide action, will react in a revolutionary, militant manner. I don't doubt the majority of American parents, families, churches, and the general population will act to protect themselves and their children. Most Americans' attitude is "you hurt my kid... I smasha you face!" What ever happens politically, economically, socially, medically... the present government perpetrators cannot allow American Citizens to possess modern defense weapons.

With the evidence, now in our possession, we must stop the virus agent genocide everywhere. Look folks, just because the other end of the life boat is going down - doesn't mean we are Not In trouble.

Criminal politicians who are found guilty and convicted should be held subject to both FEMA and RICO acts concerning assets, with the proceeds going to the victims - not government, for continued investigations against the govt. perps. We, as Constitution Rangers, are forming independent study, research groups for this very purpose. If you are interested - call me at (801) 268-3999.

The virus perps would have access to the virus antidotes. This needs to be discovered - soon!

Get mad - Get smart - Get going